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Observers used a cursor to mark the location and polarity of all the bar and edge features seen in
compound (f+ 3j) gratings of moderate frequency and contrast. They almost always reported six
bars and six edges per cycle of the fundamental frequency (f= 0.4 c/deg, contrast 32%), for all
phases of the third harmonic (3~= 1.2 c/deg, contrast 10.7%). This general pattern of features was
predicted by the.positions of peaks and troughs in the outputs of even and odd filters applied to the
stimulus waveform, but not by peaks of “local energy” since there were only two energy peaks per
cycle. We considered a family of filters whose amplitude spectrum has slopep on a log-log plot. The
best-fitting filter slope was determined for bars (even filter) and edges (odd filter) in conjunction
with a classification rule in which all peaks and troughs in the response profile are counted as
features. If bars were seen at luminance peaks, and edges seen at gradient peaks (zero-crossings in
the second derivative) we should have foundp = Ofor bars andp = 1 for edges. In factj for both baw”
and edges the best-fitting slope was about p =0.5. For edges, this is consistent with the use of a
smoothed (Gaussian) derivative operator. The filters form a quadrature pair, as in the energy
model, but features are not constrained to lie at energy peaks. A compressive transducer preceding
the filters improved the goodness-of-fit for predicted edge locations, but did not affect the estimate
of filter slopes, nor the goodness-of-fit for bar locations. In an experiment with single blurred edges
we confirmed that the perceived location of edges is shifted towards the darker side of the edge in
direct proportion to the contrast of the edge. This was well predicted by adding a compressive
transducer to the filter model. Copyright @ 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd
Human vision Edge finding Spatial derivatives zero-crossings Gradients Energy models
Quadrature filters Luminance compression
INTRODUCTION
What is the important spatial information in images and
what does a visual system have to do to represent it
usefully, accurately and economically? Computational
theories of early vision broadly agree that deriving an
edge-map from the intensity image is a crucial step in
segmenting regions and structuring the image. An
increasing weight of psychophysical evidence from
pattern perception and pattern discriminationpoints to a
similar conclusion—that a local feature representation
follows an early stage of filtering by multiple, tuned
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spatial filters [e.g. Marr (1982);Badcock (1984);Watt &
Morgan (1985); Watt (1988); Hess & Pointer (1987);
Morrone& Burr (1988);Bowne (1990);Burr& Morrone
(1990);Olzak & Thomas(1991, 1992);Georgeson(1992,
1994)]. The spatial features most often considered have
been barsand edges.An edge maybe characterizedby its
location, polarity, contrast, blur, orientation and length.
For each of these characteristics of an edge feature we
may ask what rules are used to encode it, or make it
explicit, from the set of spatial filter outputs that
constitute an initial, but very raw, representation of the
retinal image. Discrimination of edge location and blur
hasbeen examinedin some detail (Watt& Morgan, 1983,
1984), and recently we have studied the perception
(rather than discrimination)of edge blur (Georgeson &
Freeman, 1993,1994;Georgeson,1994).In this paper we
address the perceptual encoding of location and polarity
of bars and edges in one-dimensionalimages.
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Edges
What is an edge? There is broad (thoughnot universal)
agreement that edges are those points in an image at
which the luminance is changing most steeply across
space. Many computational theories share this central
idea even though they differ considerably in its
implementation (Marr & Hildreth, 1980; Marr, 1982;
Haralick et al., 1983; Canny, 1986; Perona & Malik,
1990; Kayargadde & Martens, 1992). The problems of
definitionare much simpler for one-dimensionalimages
(Canny, 1986;Clark, 1989)and if the image is noise-free
it seems straightforwardto define edges as peaks in the
gradient magnitude ~’(x)l of the image function fix). If
the image is noisy, it is more useful for Rx) to be a
smoothedversion of the input image, e.g. convolvedwith
a Gaussian of appropriate scale (see Discussion).
Elementary calculus shows that the peaks and troughs
in the firstderivative~’(x)can be foundby differentiating
again, and locating the zero-crossings(ZCS)in the second
derivative~“(x) [Marr & Hildreth, 1980]. To be a zero-
crossing and not just a zero value in ~“(x), the third
derivative~’’’(x)must be non-zeroat the ZC.This criterion
[Equation(1.2)] ensuresthat the zc locationis a peak and
not a plateau in the gradient function.Actually, as Clark
(1989) pointed out, the zcs in ~“(x) may arise from
maxima or minima in ~’(x)l.According to the gradient-
peak definitiononly the maxima are edges and so points
of shallowest luminance gradient (the minima in ~’(x)l)
ought to be screened out by checking the signs of ~’(x)
and ~“’(x)at the zc in ~“(x). If they are of opposite sign,
~’(x)lhas a maximum. Hence an algorithm for locating
edges is to find pointsx = a such that:
f“(a)= O, (1.1)
f“’(a) #O. (1.2)
f‘(a). f“’(a)c O. (1.3)
The aim here is to find peaks of gradient magnitude;this
zc algorithm specifieshow to find them in terms of first,
second and third derivatives taken at a common point.
We shall refer to the restriction (3) as the Clark criterion
(Clark, 1989)and later we discussa generalizationof it—
the extremum criterion (see Discussion). Figure 1
illustratesthe relationshipbetween an edgeprofile[where
fix) is the integralof a Gaussian]and its first three spatial
derivatives. At the zc f ‘(x) and f “’(x)are both non-zero,
and of opposite sign.
Given the simplicity of this basic algorithm, and the
widespread use of zcs in machine vision, it is surprising
that it has not been tested directly as a model for edge-
finding in human vision. We do so in this paper by
presenting observers with a variety of periodic, one-
dimensionalspatial waveforms and asking them to use a
cursor to mark the visible edges. We then compare the
predictionsabout edge locationmade by the zc (gradient-
peak) rule with a more general filtering model and with
the local energy model (Morrone & Burr, 1988). The
energy model begins with a different basic idea about
what edges are, and this leads to very different
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FIGURE 1. A Gaussian-blurred edge and its first three spatial
derivatives. Note that the edge location is given readily by the peak
in the first derivative(gradient)functionor by the zero-crossing(ZC)in
the secondderivative.At the ZC,first and third derivativesare non-zero,
and of oppositesign, and their ratio can be used to encode the blur of
the edge (Georgeson,1994).
predictions for edge location
waveforms we have used.
Bars
in the (f+ 38 grating
Although there is a widespread view that bars, like
edges, are a basic feature of images [e.g. Marr & Hildreth
(1980); Watt & Morgan (1985)], there is less agreement
on how bars shouldbe characterized.Let us considerfive
possibilities.
(a) The simplest idea is that bars correspond to peaks
(and troughs) of luminance,giving rise to zcs in f ‘(x).
This simple intuition cannot account for the appear-
ance of Mach Bands where no luminance peaks exist,
nor does it provide a good account of the discrimina-
tion of bar locations (Watt & Morgan, 1983).
(b) Pursuing the derivative-basedapproach, we could
suppose that bars are seen at peaks or troughs in f “(x)
[correspondingto ZC’Sin f “’(x)].This hypothesis can
account at least qualitativelyfor Mach Bands, and has
a long history, dating back to Ernst Mach himself [see
Ratliff (1965)].
(c) More generally, bars might be found at peaks in
g(x), some spatially filtered version of Rx). By
symmetry, the filterkernel (receptive field, RF) would
have to be even-symmetric in order that an even-
symmetricstimulus(e.g. a thin line, or a Gaussianbar)
be correctly located at a peak or trough in the filtered
image.The second-derivative-peakidea (b) is a special
case of this, since the second derivative is an even-
symmetric operator.
(d) The local energy model also places bars at the
peaks of an even-filteredversion g(x) of the inputfix),
but subject to the strict constraintthat a corresponding
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FIGURE2. The generic modelconsideredin this paper. It has three stages: luminancetransduction;filtering;and classification
of peaks and troughs as features. Models based on peaks or zcs in the output of derivative operators are special cases of this
general scheme.
peak occurs in the local energy function
by:
E(x) = gz(.x)+ hz(x)
E(x), defined
(2)
where h(x) is the Hilbert transform of g(x). The
functions g(x) and h(x) have the same amplitude
spectrum but the Hilbert transform shifts the compo-
nents of g(x)by 90 deg of phase to form h(x):sine goes
to cosine, cosine goes to (–sine). The peaks in E(x)
representpoints of maximumphase congruenceacross
the spectrum of g(x) (Morrone & Burr, 1988).
(e) Lastly, a bar might represent the region between
two edges of opposite polarity. This would make the
bar a less primitive feature, derived by grouping of
edges (Marr, 1982).It could also be that some bars are
of this type (e.g. a wide square-wavebar, or the bars in
a low-contrast, missing fundamental square-wave
grating), while other bars might be found directly
and independently of edge detection as in (a)-(d). In
the main experiment we therefore asked subjects to
mark all the visible bars as well as edges.
A family of models
A variety of models thus share a basic assumptionthat
features are found as peaks in some filteredversion of the
stimuluswaveform. Interestingly,the idea of edgesas zcs
in a filtered waveform also falls into this category, since
the zcs in g’(x)are located at (and only at) the peaks and
troughs in g(x). Thus, at least in one dimension, for any
model based on zcs there is always a functionally
equivalent model based on peaks and troughs.
We consider here a generic model that captures the
commonfeaturesof severalearlier models, and allowsus
to derive best-fitting parameters for our data. This
approach does not pre-judge the value of any particular
model, and allows a range of models to be tested and
compared againsthuman experimentaldata. The generic
model is simple, with three basic components:
1. pointwise non-linear transduction;
2. a one-dimensionallinear filter; and
3. a classificationrule (Fig. 2).
1) We expressthe transducerquite conventionallyby a
version of the Naka–Rushton (or Michaelis-Menten)
equation:
r(x) = r/(z” + s“), (3)
where r(x) is the compressiveresponseof the transducer
to luminanceL(x), 1 =L/L “mean IS normalized luminance,
andL~eanis mean luminance(Fig. 2). S is a constant, the
normalized semi-saturation luminance, at which
r(x) = 0.5. This function has been used very widely in
the modelling of photoreceptor responses and in
psychophysical models of light adaptation [for review
see Graham & Hood (1992)]. For simplicitywe kept the
exponent constant, n = 1. As S increases the transducer
tends towards linearity, and as S decreases response
saturationoccurs at lower levels of input luminance.
2) The linear filter is assumed to have an amplitude
spectrum which is a power function of frequency, i.e.,
proportionalto ~lp. The functionis linearwith slopep on
a log–log plot (Fig. 2), We further assume that the filter
kernel (RF) has either even (e) or odd (o) symmetry and
we subscriptp accordingly.Thus expressionsof the form
@ =1) or (p. =2) completely characterize the spectrum
(amplitudeand phase) of the filter. This general form of
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filter includes all derivative operators as special cases.
Differentiating a function m times multiplies its ampli-
tude spectrum by (27cf)mand the mth derivativeoperator
has even symmetry if m is an even number, but odd
symmetry if m is odd. Specifically therefore, (pO= 1)
describes a first derivative (gradient) operator, (p. = 2)
and (pO= 3) describe second and third derivative
operators and (pO= O) describes the Hilbert transform
operator, having odd symmetry but no effect on the
amplitude spectrum.
Non-integer values of p describe well-behaved filters
that are not derivative operators. We shall refer to the
powerp as the “filter slope”. Since our stimulicontained
just two frequencycomponents(f, 3j) the slopep captures
the minimum we need to know about the amplitude
spectrum of the filter for these stimuli—namely, its
relative sensitivity to ~ and 3~ (see Fig. 2). (Strictly
speaking, this is true only for the linear transducer
because additional frequencies are introduced by the
compressiveone). Inevitablysome high frequencycutoff
(dotted curve in Fig. 2) will be imposedby the optics and
by the finite size of RF centres, and we consider this
further in the Discussion. The filter operates on r(x) to
yield an output functiondenotedR.(x) orRO(X)according
to the symmetry of the operator.
3) The main classificationrule that we consider is to
assert the presence of a bar where peaks and troughs
occur in R.(x) and the presence of an edge where peaks
and troughs occur in RO(X).We use the symbol “p” for
the slope as a reminder that the associated classification
rule is to findpeaks (or troughs) in the filter output. The
filter slope and classification rule must be considered
together (discussed in more detail later). We also
consideradditionalconstraintssuch as the Clark criterion
and the energy-peak rule that serve to exclude some of
these peaks and troughs as candidate features.
In summary, a specificmodel within the family can be
succinctly described by three parameters @e,pO,S},
where p. and pOdescribe the even (bar) and odd (edge)
filters, respectively, and S describes the transducer. We
shall use this notation @.,pO,S} later for clarity and
brevity. Where the transducer is linear (S + m) we
denote this as “Lin”, otherwise we give the value of S.
We emphasize again that zc modelsare embodied in this
generic scheme, because zcs in the second derivative
arise from peaks and troughs in the first derivative (see
Discussion).
We began by considering the well known idea that
edges arise as gradientpeaks (Canny, 1986),computedas
zcs in the second derivative (Marr & Hildreth, 1980;
Marr, 1982) subject to the Clark criterion (Clark, 1989).
In short, (pO= 1). We added to this the idea that bars
might be located at peaks and troughs in the second
derivative [see also Watt & Morgan (1985)]: (p.= 2).
These two ideas together form the derivative-peaks
model: {2,1,Lin}. Letting pO and p. be exactly 1 and 2
implicitly assumes that spatial smoothingis negligible,a
point we shall return to in the Discussion.
To address this and other models experimentally we
conducted feature marking experiments, in which sub-
jects were requiredto mark the locationand polarityof all
the edges and bars in ~+ 3j) gratings. These gratings
were chosen because they have been widely used
previously in psychophysics, they have a simple
description in the Fourier domain, and a fairly rich
variation of structure in the space domain as the phase
relation of the two components is varied. The experi-
mental method was adapted from an experiment by
Hayes (1989, Chapter 4). His subjects were presented
with a one-dimensionallow-pass filtered complex wave-
form, and had to adjust its position on the screen, and
make a response each time a line or edge feature was
aligned with a fixed marker at the centre of the screen.
Our method was similar except that differentwaveforms
were randomly interleaved during a session, and
presentations were intermittent (on-off) to minimize
interference from negative afterimages. The data were
analysed in relation to predictions developed from the
ideas and models outlined above.
METHODS
Apparatus
Achromatic images were generated by a PC-386
computer, stored on disk and transferred to the 8-bit
4MB framestore of a VSG2/2 graphics card (Cambridge
ResearchSystems)for displayon an Eizo 8060Smonitor.
The VSG2/2 allows the use of two palette chips to
enhancethe grey-levelresolutionin low-contrastimages.
Contrastcontrol and linearizationof the relation between
digital signal and displayed luminance (“gamma correc-
tion”) was achieved to very high accuracy, by manip-
ulating the contentof the look-up tables.The calibrations
were carried out with a Photodyne digital photometer,
and contrastsup to 95!%couldbe achievedwith very little
distortion.Mean luminanceLOwas 80 cd/m2.The image
display area [512(3 x 662(lo pixels; 16.5x 21.3 cm]
subtended5 deg (H) x 6.5 deg (V)at the viewing distance
of 189cm. Image displacements were achieved by
scrolling the displayed region vertically across a much
longer sample of the image signal stored in the
framestore.Thus the image always filled the display area
of the screen for all displacements.
Periodic (f+ 3jjlgratings
All the images used in the main experimentwere one-
dimensional,horizontalgratingscomposedof two spatial
frequencieswand 3Jjwith contrastsin the ratio 3:1. The~
and 3f componentswere 0.4 and 1.2 cldeg with contrasts
c1= 3290 and C3= 10.790, respectively. The equation
definingthe compoundgratingW) was thus:
f b) =L “[1+ cl.sin(2xf (y - yO))
+ cs “sin(6rf (y – y.) + 0)] (4)
where @is the phase of the third harmonic relative to the
fundamental,andyOdeterminesthe positionof the whole
waveform on the screen. The pattern was flashed
repeatedly for 216 msec with a blank (mean luminance)
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FIGURE 3. Example of raw data for one observer (TCAF) at one
spatial phase (Odeg). Data from five individual sessions are shown
along with the predictions of the derivative-peaks model {2,1,Lin}:
edges located at peaks in the first derivative,bars at peaks in the second
derivative—see text for details. Squares represent predicted or
observed bar locations; triangles represent edges. Filled and open
symbolsdistinguish the polarity of the feature. These conventionsare
used in all subsequent figures. The origin of phase is at pixel 10, and
the fundamental period is 256 pixels (150min arc). 1 pixel= 0.586
min arc.
inter-stimulus interval of 1067msec. The aim of this
intermittent presentation was to prevent the build-up of
afterimagesthat would lead to instabilityand to apparent
phase shifts (Georgeson & Turner, 1985). During this
sequence the observer pressed keys to shift the position
(yO)of the waveform verticallyon the screen,relative to a
fixed cursor composed of two dark dots (each 2 x 2 pix-
els) placed 0.29 deg to the left and right of the screen
centre. The observer began each trial by stepping the
waveform up the screen, starting at the last position
visited on that waveform, or at a randompositionif it was
the first trial for that waveform. When the cursor
appeared to be centred on the next bar or edge, the
observer reported this location to the computer and
selected one of four icons to indicate the type (bar or
edge) and polarityof the feature. Five gratingswere used,
with different spatial phases @(O,45, 90, 135, 180 deg)
and after each feature choice the program switched
randomly to another of the five patterns. The session
continued until the observerhad worked his way through
a complete spatial cycle of all fivewaveforms.Four male
subjects were tested, including the two authors, one
experienced naive subject and one inexperienced naive
subject. Viewing was binocular, with subjects wearing
their usual spectacle corrections.Each subject completed
five repetitions of the experiment.
Single Gaussian-blurrededge
In a short additional experiment two subjects (the
authors) were tested on single Gaussian-blurred, hor-
izontal, square-waveedges, using the method of constant
stimuli.The blur spreadfunctionhad a standarddeviation
of 11.3 min arc. The edge was computed by Fourier
synthesisof one cycle of a blurred square-wave, defined
by:
g(y) = L. ~[1+ ~{(c/n) ~•øan~sin(27rnj_(y – ye))}],
n = 1,3,5, (5)
where a. controls the degree of blurring by attenuating
the harmonics according to a Gaussian spectrum. The
blurring kernel in space has the form exp(–x2/(2 . o*))
and its Fourier transform is a~(27c) cexp(–2n202s2),
where s is the frequency variable and a the standard
deviation of the spatial blur. Thus the attenuation an of
the nth harmonic relative to the fundamental (n = 1) is:
a. = exp(–2n202n2~2)/exp(–2~/~2)
= exp[–2(na~)2 . (n2– 1)]. (6)
This attenuationfactorwas used to computeand storea
set of edges g(y) with different blurs. The mean
luminance (LO, 80 cd/m2) and contrast (c) of the
fundamental were held constant while blur varied.
Display conditions were in most respects as above,
except that:
1. the contrast (c) of the edge was varied from session
to session, from *4% to *64%;
2. the edge was flashedjust twice on each trial, rather
than repeatedly; and
3. the position of the edge (yO)was offset upward or
downward from the fixed cursor location by O,4, 8
or 12 pixels on any one trial. One pixel subtended
0.59 min arc.
Positive-valued contrasts gave an edge whose polarity
was dark-to-lightreading from the top of the screen. At
the highestcontrasts(32%, 64%) the range of offsetswas
shiftedby 4 and 8 pixels, respectively,towardsthe darker
side of the edge to span the relevant range established in
pilot experiments. Polarity (controlled by the sign of c)
and offset were randomly chosen (from the pre-
determined set) from trial to trial. The subject had to
report whether the edge was located above or below the
cursor. A logistic function was fitted to the seven points
of each psychometric function (20 trials per point) to
determine the point of subjectiveequality (PSE), that is,
the edge offset at which 5090 of judgments were
“above” and 50% “below”. At that location the edge
appearsto be centred on the cursor.Thus if at the PSE the
actual location is (say) 6 pixels above the cursor then in
that condition the edge can be said to suffer from a
perceptual shift of 6 pixels downward from its true
location. These perceptual shifts were plotted as a
function of contrast.
Note that the method of constant stimuli used for this
single edge cannot be used with periodic waveforms
because multiple features lie both above and below the
cursor. The subject’s task becomes impossible—hence
our use of the adjustment method in the main (f+ 3fl
experiment.
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FIGURE4. Feature-markingresults for the four observersat all five phases. Conventionssimilar to Fig. 3. Predictedlocations
are based on the derivativepeaks model {2,1,Lin}.Vertical lines pass throughthe feature locationspredictedby this particular
model. Mean results across the four observers are also shown.
RESULTS
Periodic (f+ 3fl gratings
Figure 3 shows a sample of individualresults from the
main experiment for one observer over five sessions at
Odeg phase. The repeatability of observations was
obviously high and so averaging data across sessions
was not as problematicas it might have been. There is in
principle a correspondence problem, in knowing which
observationsfrom different sessions should be averaged
together. We devised a simple clustering algorithm to
automate the pooling of data across sessionsand to cope
with the problem of “wraparound” caused by the
periodic nature of the stimuli.The period was 256 pixels
and so feature responses that appear far apart—at
locations2 and 255, for example—mightactuallybelong
together.Graphical inspectionof the clusteringroutine in
action confirmed that its behaviour was always sensible
on our datasets.
Figure 3 also introduces a comparison between the
observed locations of features and predictions based on
the derivative-peaks model {2,1,Lin}. The marked
locations for edges are compared with those predicted
by the position of peaks in the first derivative (triangles)
while predicted bar locations were obtained from peaks
in the second derivative (squares). Figure 4 gives the
complete set of results for the four observers at five
spatial phases. Note that all the predicted features were
seen, with correct ordering and polarity, and approxi-
mately correct location, though the edges tended system-
atically to be offset down the gradient towards the darker
side of the predictededge location.Along with Morganet
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FIGURE 5. Group mean results from all phases are compared to the predictions of the derivative peaks model, with
transducer {2,1,Lin}.(A) Bars, (B) edges. Crosses show observededges that were rejected in this model by failing the
criterion. That is, they were zcs in the second derivative, but not peaks of gradient magnitude.
al. (1984),we think that this shiftof edges is genuine,and
due to early non-linearity in the response to luminance.
This is analysed further below, and confirmed in a
separate experiment on single edges.
Art interesting detail can be seen in the centre of Fig.
4(E). Here the waveform has a plateau that is a minimum
of gradient magnitude—indeed the gradient is zero.
Neverthelessthree out of four observerssaw a clear edge
here, with dark-to-light polarity. A similar edge, with
oppositepolarity,was seen by these three observersat the
other plateau in the waveform, around pixel location 15.
There is no predicted edge shown in these cases because
it was rejected by the Clark criterion, described earlier.
This is analysed further below, where we conclude that
this constraint is probably not used by human vision.
The results of Fig. 4 are summarized in Fig. 5 by
plotting observed location (mean of four Ss) against
predicted location.Occasionally(8 out of 60 points in the
figure) where one observer did not report a feature (see
Fig. 4), the means are based on the
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FIGURE6. Pattern of errors in location (observedminuspredicted, from Fig. 5), for the linear, derivative-peaksmodel (A and
B) and for the best-fittingmodel (C and D). (A) Bars as peaks and troughs in second derivative; i.e. even filter, slopepe =2.
(B) Edges as peaks and troughs in first derivative; i.e. odd filter, slopepO=1. (C) Bars as peaks and troughs in even filter
response, sIopepe = 0.5. (D) Edgesas peaks and troughsin oddfilter response,slopep. = 0.5. In (A) and (B) the transducerwas
linear; in (C) and (D) transducer parameter S = 0.5.
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excludes inter-subject variability. Arrows indicate the original
derivative-peakshypothesis {2,1,Lin}. Overall, the best-fittingmodel
was J@.= 0.5,pO= 0.5, .S= 0.5} and the correspondingerror pattern is
shown in Fig. 6(C and D).
observers.All further analyseswere based on thesegroup
mean values. The correlationslook impressive,and show
that the derivative-peaksmodeldoesmake fairly accurate
predictions about the number, type, and location of
features.Nevertheless,systematicerrors can be discerned
and are shown more clearly in Fig. 6(A and B), plotted as
observed location minus predicted location. The sys-
tematic pattern in these error plots, especially for bars,
prompted us to consider the broader family of models
described above, and to determinethe best-fittingmodel.
The root-mean-square (r.m.s.) error in predicted
location was computed for a range of filter slopes with
three different transducers: S = 0.5, 1.0, and Linear.
Figure 7 shows the results of this error analysis.For bars,
there was a clear optimumfilterslopeof 0.5, where r.m.s.
error was reduced to as little as 1.6 pixelsor 0.94 min arc.
The improvement in error pattern is shown dramatically
by a comparison of Fig. 6(A and C). The choice of
transducer (linear vs compressive)was irrelevant to the
successof the bar predictions[Fig. 7(A)].For edges,both
the transducerand filterslopewere important.Choosinga
compressive transducer (S = 0.5 or 1.0) rather than a
linear one reduced the r.m.s. error by up to a factor of two
[Fig. 7(B)], but importantlythe”optimumfilter slope was
largely independent of the choice of transducer. The
Feature trajectories
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FIGURE 8. Data and model summarized by “feature trajectories”.
Observed feature locations are shown as a function of 3~phase, and
compared with the predictions (solid lines) of the best-fitting model
{0.5,0.5,0.5},i.e. both filter slopes = 0.5, transducerparameter,S= 0.5.
Triangles, edges; squares, bars. Note that each feature maintains its
identity as it shifts through space with changes in phase of the 3j
component.The high goodnessof fit is obvious.
optimumfilterslopewas around0.5-0.75, close to the 0.5
optimum found for bars, though the trough in the error
function was less pronounced than for bars. The
improvement in error pattern over the derivative-peaks
model is shown by comparison of Fig. 6(B and D). The
residual error was somewhat larger than for the bars, but
the improvementwas still very marked. Taken together,
the results for bars and edges yield a best-fittingversion
of the generic model, namely: {0.5,0.5,0.5}. The
amplitude spectrum of the filters (pO=p. =0.5) and the
transducer(S = 0.5) that form the basis for this model are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Feature trajectories
Figure 8 summarizes the very close relationship
between pzedictedand observed feature locations for all
featuresas a functionof phase of the third harmonic.This
figure also reveals a surprising fact, that as 3~phase is
varied individualfeatures maintain their identity (though
not necessarilytheir contrastor blur) while they translate
smoothly across space. Note that these trajectories were
not evident to observers (or the authors) during the
experiment, because the patterns were static, and phase
varied randomly from trial to trial. The slopes of these
“feature trajectories” and the spacing between them are
not all the same, and it can be seen that the variation in
slope and spacing is well captured by the best-fitting
version of the model {0.5,0.5,0.5}. The (unlikely)
hypothesis that features were determined by peaks and
zcs in the 3~ component alone would entail’a set of
trajectories of constant slope and equal spacing that
clearly did not occur. We must conclude that the slopes
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FIGURE9. (A) Incorrect rejections: proportionof observededges that
would be rejected in the model by application of the extremum
criterion which rejects negative-valued peaks and positive troughs.
100%= 30 edges across the five phases. (B) Misses: proportion of
observed edges that had no correspondingpeak or trough in the filter
output.
and spacing of the trajectories were modulated by the
combiningof$and 3~componentsin some broader filter.
DISCUSSION
In summary, we found that when observers were
directed to report all the bar and edge features in
compound ~+ 3j) waveforms of moderate spatial
frequency and contrast, they almost always reported six
bars and six edgesper cycle of the fundamentalfrequency
~, for all phases of the third harmonic (38. This pattern
of features was well predicted by the positions of peaks
and troughs in the outputsof even and odd filtersapplied
to the stimulus waveform. This qualitative success was
shared by a wide range of filter slopes, including the
derivative-peaks model (p. = 2, p. = 1). However, a
quadrature filters model with both filter slopes around
0.5 emerged as the best-fittingone, in conjunctionwith a
classification rule in which all peaks and troughs in the
response profiles are counted as features. A compressive
transducer improved the goodness-of-fitfor the predicted
edge locations, but did not alter the estimate of filter
slopes.
The Clark criteriongeneralized
The Clark criterion [Equation (1.3)] rejects peaks and
troughsin the gradient functionthat are not extrema—i.e.
not local maxima in the absolute‘valueof the function.It
can be re-stated.to’applymoregenerallywhere the filteris
not a gradient operator. The peaks and troughs of any
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FIGURE 10. Filter outputs from a linear, quadrature model {2,2,Lin}
along with the corresponding local energy (amplitude) profile, /E.
The top curve is the stimuluswaveform,and below it the outputof the
transducer,linear in this case. The even-filteroutputR.(x) is shownas
the solid curve; odd filter output l?.(x) as the dashed curve;
E = (R:(x) +R~(x)). Phase Odeg. Note that the energy profile has
only two peaks per cycle, while the filter outputs have six peaks and
troughsper cycle (upper row of symbols),correspondingwell with the
six bars (squares) and six edges (triangles) observed (lower row). The
model was not the best-fitting one, and systematic shifts can be seen
between observed and predicted feature locations.
filter output g(x) are located at zcs of g’(x), where
g’(x)= O and g“(x) # O. The peaks and troughs are
extrema only if g(x) “g“(x)<0. Use of this criterion
rejects as features the positive-valued troughs and
negative-valued peaks in the filter output. The impact
of thisextremumcriterionon edge classificationis shown
in Fig. 9(A) for both linear and compressivetransducers.
For filter slopes around the optimum, the extremum
criterion rejected 20-25% of the edges that were seen by
the observers.This is much more serious than the 5’%of
edges (2/30) rejected when pO= 1, considered earlier. In
short, we see no evidence that the extremum criterion is
used by human vision. Instead, allthe peaks and troughs
in the odd filter output appear to be treated as edges.
A particularly interesting example is found in the
centre of Fig. 11(E) where the gradient is zero and the
odd filter output has a negative-valued peak, i.e. a
minimumof absolutevalue. Thiswould be rejectedby the
extremum criterion.Neverthelessthree of four observers
consistently reported an edge there. The other observer
may have omittedit simplybecause itsperceivedcontrast
was low. When we remove the extremum criterion, the
generic model never misses perceived edges provided
that the filter slope is >0 [Fig. 9(B)].
Quadr@urefilters and the energy model
Since the optimalfilterslope for edges is certainlyvery
close to that for bars [Fig. 7(A and B)], it seems most
parsimoniousto conclude that the slopes are in fact the
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FIGURE 11.The best-fittingmodelwith compressivetransducer {0.5,0.5,0.5}applied to all five phases (A–E),using the same
format as Fig. 10. There are again just two energy peaks per cycle for all phases.
same. This definesa quadraturejilters model, since both This conclusion prompts further consideration of the
filters have the same amplitude spectrum but even and energy model, in which peaks and troughs in the
odd symmetry. They are 90 deg out of phase with each quadrature filter outputs are considered as features only
other, i.e. “in quadrature”. if there exists a correspondingpeak in the energy profile
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E(x), where E(x) = R&) + R:(x) (Morrone & Owens,
1987; Morrone & Burr, 1988). Figure 10 illustrates a
(non-optimal) linear, quadrature model {2,2,Lin}, along
with its energy profile shown here as amplitude <E(x).
Peaks of E(x) and {E(x) of course always coincide.We
choose to illustrate the amplitude profile because it
revealsvery clearly the relationshipbetween local energy
and the quadrature pair of functions from which it is
derived. The function <E(x) is the upper envelope of
both the filteroutputR.(x) and its Hilbert transformR.(x)
IBracewell (1986), p. 271; see Georgeson (1994) for
illustrations]. In this example (Fig. 10) the energy
(amplitude) profile has only two peaks per cycle, while
the filter outputs have six peaks and troughs per cycle,
corresponding well with the six bars and six edges
observed. We wondered whether the number of energy
peaks would increase with a non-linear transducer, or
with other filter slopes,but it was not so. Figure 11 shows
that for the optimal model with a compressivetransducer
{0.5,0.5,0.5}there were just two energy peaks per cycle
of~for all phases of the 3~component.The same was true
for other filter slopes (not shown). A consideration of
spatial filters at multiple scales does not change this
conclusion because for the (f+ 3fl stimulus all linear
filters have energy peaks at the same two locations [see
also Morrone & Burr (1988), their Fig. 3]. The energy
peak location is determined by the phase relation alone
(while the depth of modulation of the energy function is
affected by relative amplitudeand is altered by filtering).
Hence even the sum of the energy functions across any
arbitrary set of scaleswould also have the same two peak
locations. We confirmed these analytical points numeri-
cally and graphically.
This discrepancy between energy peaks and observed
features is so large, and so general, thatwe mustconclude
that human vision does not use energy peaks to select
feature locations.
In the light of these findings we must carefully re-
examine one of the key psychophysicalresults that has
been taken as support for the energy-peak model.
Morroneand Burr (1988)experiment(1) used waveforms
rather like the ~+ 38 gratings used here, and had their
two observersadjust a dot to the perceivedpositionof the
most central line or edge. We can expresstheir stimulias:
L(x) = L. . [1+ Cl . cos(27rfi– ~)
+ Cq. cos(67rfi– +) + c] (7)
where cl, C3are the first and third harmonic amplitudes,
C3= 0.12*c1, c represents higher frequencies of very
small amplitude, and ~ is the phase of all components
relative to the screen centre (x = O).To avoid confusion,
note that the range of waveforms from square-wave to
triangle-wavephases spans the range IJ = n/2 (90 deg) to
O, while with our expression [Eq. (4)] the same wave-
forms have phases @= Oto 180 deg. Spatialfrequency~
was 1 c/deg and contrast was low, about 1%. The
procedure relied on the apparent instability of (f+ 3J)
waveforms that occurs with viewing times of several
seconds or more [“monocular rivalry”; Atkinson &
Stimulus + Afterimage - Monoculer Rivalry
t I ~ : : : ~~I iAfterimage strength = 0.7, displacement= +/-4 minarc
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FIGURE 12. Afterimage theory of monocular rivalry applied to the
findings of Morrone and Burr (1988) experiment (l). The stimulus
(solid curve) contains two cosinusoidalcomponents(f, 3j) with phase
rr/4 relative to the origin (x = O). For reference, the amplitude
(~energy) profile of the stimulus is the upper and lower envelope
(light dashedlines) of the stimuluswaveformand its Hilbert transform
(not shown). It peaks at x = O,where the two components have the
same local phase. The two upper dashed curves show the predicted
effect of addinga negativeafterimageto the stimuluswaveform.In the
top curve, an eye movementthat displacedthe afterimage 4 min arc to
the left transformed the effective stimulus into one that has square-
wave phase (edge) at the origin. A similar rightward displacement
yields triangle-wavephase (bar) at the ongin.
Campbell(1974)], and the observers“were asked to wait
until the apparent configurationwas clearly one of lines
or edges” (p. 233)before marking the positionof the line
or edge with the dot. For all test phases, both the line and
the edge appearedto be locatedvery close to the centre of
the screen, i.e., at the location of the energy peak. Most
importantly, this was true even at intermediate phases
(around ~ = 7r/4, @=90 in our terms) vv~ere the zc
(gradient peak) and luminance peak rules make very
different predictions.
This would be strong evidence indeed for the energy-
peak rule, if the nature of monocular rivalry was not
already well understood. Steady fixation for a few
seconds produces strong negative afterimages (Corvvin
et al., 1976; Burbeck & Kelly, 1984), and the effective
contrast of the afterimage is approximatelyadditivewith
stimulus contrast (Georgeson & Turner, 1985). As the
eye moves, the displaced afterimage is added to the
stimulus in different phases, and so alters the effective
contrast and phase of each component, and hence
changes the phase relation between them. Monocular
rivalry does not occur with brief presentations that
eliminateboth afterimagesand eye movements (George-
son & Turner, 1984, 1985),but after a period of fixation
the “rivalry” that then takes place is well predicted from
consideration of the afterimage displacement that
accompaniesa real or simulatedeye movement(Furchner
& Ginsburg, 1978;Georgeson& Phillips, 1980;George-
son, 1984;Georgeson& Turner, 1984).Figure 12 shows
how this accountof monocularrivalry appliesto Morrone
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FIGURE 13. Location of energy peaks, and neighboring observed
features, as a function of 3f_phase.Solid lines represent energy peaks
for any pair of linear, quadrature filters. The filters must have a
common amplitude spectrum, but the shape and bandwidth of this
spectrumdo not affect the energy peak locations.Dashedcurves show
that peak locations are modified a little by the non-linear transducer
(Fig. 11). Nevertheless,with linear or non-lineartransducer, there are
only two energy peaks per cycle. Data (taken from Fig. 8) show that,
even in the neighborhood of one energy peak, observers saw well-
separated edges (triangles) and bars (squares) along two distinct
trajectories.
and Burr’s experiment. The solid curve shows the
stimulus waveform (~ = n/4). In this example the
simulatedafterimagewas a negativecopy of the stimulus
waveform,multipliedby 0.7, added to the stimuluswith a
displacementof *4 min arc to represent a small change
of fixation. These values are quite reasonable in this
context.Although an afterimagestrengthof 0.7 times the
stimuluscontrastmay seem high, and would probablynot
occur if the stimulus contrast were high, the data of
Georgeson and Turner (1985, Fig. 2) show that, at a low
(2%) inducing contrast, the afterimage strength factor
grew to 0.6-0.8 after 24 sec inspection. Morrone and
Burr’s contrastwas even lower (l%) and so a strengthof
0.7 could occur even more quickly. During voluntary
fixation the median size of involuntarysaccades is about
4 min arc [reviewed by Ditchburn (1973), chapter 4].
With these values for afterimage strength and displace-
ment, the two dashed curves in Fig. 12 show how the
afterimage would modify the stimulus waveform, for
displacements to the left and to the right. Clearly,
leftward displacement of the afterimage creates square-
wave phase at the origin (upper curve), while rightward
displacement creates triangle-wave phase. Given these
modified inputs, the outputs of odd and even filters
respectively would also peak at the origin. Subjects
would report edges with one directionof eye movement,
but bars with the other. The afterimage theory thus
explains the changes from one feature to the other, and
why subjectshave to wait a short time before the changes
begin. With this in mind, the experiment no longer
distinguishes between the energy-peak rule and other
models.
Figure 12 is of course a selectedcase; other afterimage
strengths or displacements produce less perfect exam-
ples. But we must recall that Morroneand Burr’s subjects
were also asked to be selective,by waiting until they saw
“clear” lines or edges.Figure 12 may therefore represent
their behaviour rather accurately.
How does the energy-peakrule fare when afterimages
are eliminated? Our experiment used sufficiently brief
(216 msec) presentations to answer this important ques-
tion. Figure 13 uses the format of Fig. 8 to show how the
energy peak locations shift with phase 0. Solid lines
represent the outcome for any pair of linear, quadrature
filters (recall that the peak location depends only on @),
while the broken lines show energypeaks taken from Fig.
11, revealing that the effect of the non-linear transducer
was to push the peaks togethera little at phases <180 deg.
Data pointswere selectedfrom Fig. 8 to showthe features
observed in the neighborhood of the two energy peaks,
while other data were dropped for clarity. The energy
peaks capture the edge at Ophase and the bar at 180 deg
phase, but in the crucial cases around @=90 deg (*=
n/4) they pass roughlymid-waybetween the observedbar
and edge. In Morrone and Burr’s experiment (1) the bar
and edge were seen alternately in the same location, but
here, where afterimagesare minimized, the bar and edge
are stable and well separated, and a single energy peak
clearly cannot locate them both. The energy peaks shift
smoothlyfrom the edge at Ophase to the bar at 180phase,
and do not capture the parallel trajectories for bar and
edge so clearly evident in the data. It is the odd and even
filter response peaks (Fig. 8), not the energy peaks (Fig.
13), that predict subjects’judgments of feature location.
It may be that vision does exploit energy peaks for
some purposes. Hess and Holliday (1992), for example,
found that positionjudgments (alignment accuracy) for
Gabor patches (Gaussian-windowedsine-wave gratings)
depended on the size of the Gaussian envelope function,
but not on the spatial frequency of the carrier grating.
They modelled this by assuming that vision can locate
contrast energy peaks and that the peak locations are
subject to uncertainty because the filters suffer from
multiplicative noise. We have no reason to contradict
models of this kind. The contrast envelope (energy
profile)can localize “blobs” of high contrast energy, but
does not characterize the internal structure of those
“blobs”. Our results show that there are many visible
features lying beneath the contrast envelope that do not
lie at the peaks of the envelope,but are well-predictedby
the filter responsepeaks. The possibilitythat the energy-
peak rule works better for broad-band images than for
narrow-bandor low-passimages (Burr& Morrone, 1994)
also deserves careful investigation.
Pairs of equivalentmodels
The locations of peaks and troughs in a function are
identical to the locations of zcs in its derivative.
Therefore, in a noise-free linear system, there always
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FIGURE 14. (A) Empirically derived filter slope,PO= 0.5 (symbols), is consistent with a Gaussian first-derivative filter for
edge-finding(solid curve), if the Gaussian smoothinghas a scale a of about 9 min arc (Appendix).For comparison, dashed
curve shows the lowest of the six filters derived by Wilson et al. (1983) from simultaneousmasking experiments. Inset: the
spatial profile of the Gaussian derivative operator. (B) If a zc rule is assumed instead of a peak/troughrule, then the estimated
filter slope increases by 1, to about 1.5. This is consistentwith a Gaussian second-derivativeoperator (solid curve, and inset)
with the same underlyingscale a. Dashedcurve showsthe secondof Wilson and colleagues’(1983)six filters.Note: with only
two data points, many other filter shapes could be fitted, but there are strong theoretical motives for choosing the Gaussian
derivative family (Koenderink& van Doom, 1987;Young, 1985;Canny, 1986;Martens, 1990).
exist functionally equivalent pairs of models based on
peaks and troughs, and on ZCS.For functional equiva-
lence, the change in classification rule must be accom-
panied by a change in the filter. Specifically,the switch
from a peak rule to a zc rule must be accompanied by
differentiation of the filter output. Differentiation not
only turns peaks and troughs into ZCS,but also turns odd
into even symmetry and vice-versa, and adds 1 to the
filter slope. Thus for edge locations, finding peaks and
troughs in the response of an odd filter, with p. = 0.5, is
exactly equivalent to findingzcs in the output of an even
filterwith a slopeof 1.5.Let us denote the zc modelsby a
similar notation, using z to remind us that the classifica-
tion rule is to find ZCS.In this case:
2. = 1.5*po = 0.5, (8)
and in generaI
z. = nspo = (n – 1), (9)
and
ZO= nap. = (n – 1). (lo)
This means that the best-fitting model for edges has a
filter slope (pO= 0.5) shallower than an exact gradient-
peak model (pO= 1), and its zc equivalent(z. = 1.5)has a
slope shallower than an exact second derivative filter
(z. = 2). The difference may be attributable to spatial
smoothing accompanying the derivative operations, as
follows.
Derivative operatorsand spatial smoothing
In proposing the use of first derivative (Canny, 1986)
or secondderivative(Marr & Hildreth, 1980)operatorsin
edge-finding,machine vision theorists have emphasized
the need for noise reduction by spatial smoothing (low-
pass filtering)of the input signal, usually by convolution
with a Gaussianfunctionwhich sets the size or “scale” of
the RF of the filter. Considerfirst the Gaussianderivative
operator whose RF and filter function are illustrated in
Fig. 14(A).Thoughthe slopeof the filterfunctionis 1.0 at
low frequencies, the slope decreases as we approach the
peak of the function. Since our estimate of filter slope is
based on just two frequencies(J 3j) it is easy to see from
Fig. 14(A)(solid symbols)that an empirical slope <1.0 is
consistent with the frequency 3~lying somewhere near
the peak of the filter function. In fact, given an empirical
slope p. = 0.5, and the assumption of a Gaussian
derivative operator, it is straightforward to derive the
scale o of the Gaussiansmoothingthat is consistentwith
theempiricalresult.Thearlalyticalresult(seeAppendix,is:
~ = /[(1 –p.) “@(3)l/(4?f) (11)
and inserting experimentalvalues~= 0.4 c/deg,PO = 0.5,
we get o = 8.9 min arc. This degree of spatial smoothing
is much greater than that produced by the optics alone,
but is similar to that required to account for the effects of
element size and low-passspatialfilteringof the stimulus
in random-element apparent motion (Morgan, 1992).
Morgan (1992) suggested that smoothing of this
magnitude might be attributable to the size of M-cell
RF centres early in the visual pathway.
The Gaussian derivative filter that results from the
combinationof differentiationand smoothingoperations
(a= 8.9 min arc) is shownas the continuouscurve in Fig.
14(A). It peaks around 1 c/deg and has a shape and
bandwidth very similar to the lowest of the six spatial
filters inferred from masking experiments by Wilson et
al.(1983), shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 14(A). Our
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experiment, estimating the filter response at just two
points (f, 3fl, obviouslydoes not describe the filter shape
completely. Nevertheless, this analysis shows that our
result (pO= 0.5) is quantitatively consistent with edges
being found as peaks and troughs in the output of a
Gaussian derivative operator (Canny, 1986) of appro-
priate scale (O= 8.9 min arc). If the spectral range of the
stimuli were extended to higher spatial frequencies we
would expect the scale of the operator selected by the
visual system to decrease accordingly,but this remains
for future work.
Equivalently, edges may be found as zcs in the output
of a Gaussian second derivative (G2) operator [inset in
Fig. 14(B)]. Our estimate of scale a is (necessarily) the
same as before, and Fig. 14(B) shows how the slope
Ze= 1.5 was fitted to the G2 filter function. Interestingly,
the second of Wilson and colleagues’ (1983) six filters
(dashed curve) shows a tolerable similarity to the G2
filter that is consistentwith our data. In summary,we can
describe the result (pO= 0.5 or z. = 1.5) as a near-miss to
an exact derivativemodel (pO= 1 or Ze= 2), and we have
seen that the difference can plausibly be attributed to
spatialsmoothingby filterswhose scale and filtershapeis
similar to those required to account for some other
psychophysicalfindings.
This near-miss to an exact derivative model has been
found before. In earlier experiments, with two-dimen-
sional plaids composed of two frequencies~, ~2) up to
an octave apart in the range 1–2 c/deg, Georgeson(1990)
used a zc rule for edge location to estimatethe filter slope
for an isotropic (circular) filter that precedes edge
detection in two-dimensionalimages. Such an estimation
was possiblebecause of the geometricfact that the zcs in
a plaid form straight lines only when the two component
amplitudesare equal. By varying the relativecontrast(C’)
of the input components it was thus possible to infer
where the outputshad equal amplitudefrom the condition
that produced the straightestperceived contours.At that
point the ratio of input contrasts (Cfl:C~) is an estimate
of the filter’s sensitivity ratio (Sfl:SfJ. The estimated
filter slopes were around 1.3–1.4, quite close to our
present estimate of 2. = 1.5.
For bars, our initial guess was that they might be
located at peaks in the second derivativeoutput (p. = 2).
Though this guesswas not grosslywrong [Fig.5(A)], Fig.
7(A) shows that it was by no means the best model. The
hypothesisp.= 0.5 gave an extremely good fit to the bar
location data, with very small residual error [Fig. 6(C)].
Figure 7(A) also shows that bars are not simply found at
peaks and troughsof luminance (p. = O).For example, at
180 deg phase [Fig. 11(E)] there are no luminancepeaks
between pixels 120-160, but high-passfilteringinducesa
peak and trough in the response waveform, where
correspondinglight and dark bars were seen by three of
the four observers. Such bars at the “shoulder” of a
waveform are a variant of the Mach Band phenomenon.
The transducerfunction
The idea that non-linear transductionshifts perceived
Luminancecompressionshifts Edges
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FIGURE 15. A test of the best-fitting {0.5,0.5,0.5}model on single
Gaussian-blurred edges with 11.3min blur. Data represent the
perceived offset of the edge from its “true” location. Means of two
observers (MAG, TCAF) for the two polarities of edge (open and
closed symbols).Compressivetransductionof luminancedisplaces the
predictedlocationof edges(solid lines) in direct proportionto contrast,
towards the darker side of the edge, in just the way observed.A linear
transducer yields no such shift (dash-dot line). Dashed lines show the
predicted effect with the same filter (pO= 0.5) but less compressive
transducers (long dashes: S = 1; short dashes: S = 1.5). 1 pixel =
0.586min arc.
edge locationtowardsthe darkerside of the edgewas first
outlinedby Helmholtz in his descriptionof “irradiation”
(the finding that white squares look larger than black
squares) and was developed by Morgan et al. (1984).
Recently Naiman and Makous (1993) applied the same
idea to account for the perceived location of a “grey
edge”-a black–white step edge which had a thin grey
strip superimposed on it. Provided the grey strip was
unresolved, the theory accounted well for their data.
Presumably this edge-shift effect is the elementary basis
for the distortions seen so splendidly in the “caft$-wall
illusion” (Gregory& Heard, 1979)whose tilingpattern is
a compositeof “grey edges”.
The choice of transducerwas irrelevant to the success
of the bar predictions,but importantfor edge locationsin
our study. We think this difference arises because edge
locations are shifted systematicallyby non-linear trans-
duction,while bars (or at least luminancepeaks) are not.
Compressive transduction and even-symmetric filtering
cannot break symmetry, implying that the location of an
isolated luminancepeak is unaffected by the transducer.
On the other hand, the gradient function for an edge is
necessarily skewed towards the darker side by compres-
sive transduction. Numerical calculations showed that,
when the edge was defined as a peak in the odd filter
output, compressivetransductionproduced an edge shift
that was fairly insensitive to the slope of the filter but
quite sensitive to the transducer parameter, S. It follows
that the choice of transducer is much more crucial for
predicting edge locations than it is for bars.
If this account of edge locations is correct it should be
possible to observe the edge shift with a single isolated
edge. This was shown indirectlyby Morganet al. (1984),
who found that an edge appeared to move towards the
darker side when its blur was abruptly increased. This
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result is consistent with the transducer model, because
calculations show that the predicted edge shift increases
in direct proportion to both the blur and contrast of the
edge. When blur is increased, the edge moves. In a
similar vein two edges of opposite polarity, aligned in a
vernier arrangement, appeared increasingly offset from
each other as the edge-blurincreased(Mather & Morgan,
1986). There should be an increasing amount of edge
shift with increases in contrast, and we confirmed this
prediction with an additional experiment on single,
stationary, blurred edges, using the method of constant
stimuli to evaluate the perceived locationof the edge (see
Methods for details of sti,muliand procedure).
Figure 15 shows the perceptual shift (mean of two
observers)as a functionof contrastfor a step edgeblurred
by a Gaussian of 11.3’ standard deviation. For both
polarities of edge there was a perceived shift of the edge
towards the dark side, and the shift was directly
proportional to contrast. The largest shift (at 64%
contrast) was substantial—about10 pixels, or 6 min arc.
Figure 15 also shows that the best predictions were
obtained with S = 0.5 or S = 1.0, as in the main
experiment. The degree of compression that produced
these shifts is illustrated in Fig. 2 (for S = 0.5). The filter
slopeused for Fig. 15was 0.5, but this experimentshould
be taken only as weak confirmationof that slope, since
the predictionsvaried rather littlewith filterslope.Linear
transduction (not surprisingly)predicts no edge shift at
all, and so it is interestingto note that the effects of early
non-linearitywere evident at contrasts as low as 8–16?0.
Recent experiments in our laboratory (unpublished)
have confirmed the apparent Vernier offset of opposite-
polarity edges (Mather & Morgan, 1986)and shown that
this effect, like that for single edges (Fig. 15), increases
linearly with contrast as predicted.
The degree of luminancecompression(Fig. 2) required
to fit our data appears to be rather greater than that
revealed by the Morgan, and Naiman and Makous,
experiments. Though there are many factors, such as
absoluteluminance level, that may influencethe shape of
the transducer, one important factor may be the duration
of presentation. Our experiments used brief (216 msec)
presentations, while the others used longer viewing
times. A systematic study of the edge shift as a function
of duration could prove interesting.
Final comments
This study has shown the need to consider the
combined effects of early non-linearity, spatial filtering
and classification rules in feature detection by human
vision. In its use of quadraturefiltersand peak responses,
the best-fittingmodel resembles the energy model, with
the major difference that it does not use energy peaks to
select feature locations. That rule was far too restrictive
to account for our data, as was the generalized Clark
criterion that selects only response extrema. Instead
features may be asserted at all peaks and troughs in both
responseprofiles.Whether this rule will prove too liberal
for other classes of stimulusremains to be seen. Our data
do not describe the filter shape fully, but were shown to
be consistentwith the use of a Gaussian-smoothedfirst-
derivative operator for edge-finding. An equivalent zc
rule for edges could be used instead of the peak/trough
rule, provided the operator was changed from first to
secondderivativeat the same scale. The pattern of results
was thus closely in line with the predictionsof Marr and
Hildreth’s (1980) theory of edge detection,but there was
apparentlyno need to considermultiple scalesof filterfor
our limited set of stimuli. How the scale of the filter
varies with the scale and bandwidth of the stimulus is an
interesting question for the future.
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APPENDIX
Deriving@er scale ISfrom the empirical value of p.
Let the Gaussian smoothingfunctionwith standard deviation a be:
g(x) = exp(-x?/2d), (Al)
and its Fourier transform:
G(s) = k ex.o-2(nus)2), (A2)
where s is the frequency variable and k = CTm. The RF of the
Gaussian derivative operator [inset in Fig. 14(A)] is:
g’(x) = (–x/d) g(x) (A3)
and its amplitudespectrum [Fig. 14(A)] is:
Gl(s) = (2rrs) G(s). (A4)
The slope(p) on a log-log plot, of the linejoining twopointson the G1
filter at s =f and s = 3Ais given by:
P = (log[Gl(3f )] – zog[Gl(f)])/log(3). (A5)
Manipulatingthe above equationsyields:
o = ~log.(31-q]/(47rf ), (A6)
Inserting experimental values p =pO = 0.5, f= 0.4 c/deg, we get
o = 0.147 deg, i.e. a = 8.9 min arc.
